FAMILY
HEALTHCARE
PARTNER
Our company specializes in smart
healthcare technologies that provides
real-time analysis and measurement of
health data.
We strive to deliver personalized solutions
based on health data collected through
our platform.

Business
Domain
Business Introduction
We provide personalized platform
services to monitor and manage the
conditions of users in real time based
on smart healthcare technology.

Research and development
HealthCare
Software & Hardware

SMART NON-CONTACT THERMOMETER

Meet “HiiTCHECK”

With the HIITCHECK, you only need 1 second
We understand that speed may not be a priority for most
cases, but if an emergency arises, HIITCHECK will be there
to give you the information you need as fast as possible.
Our temperature measurement algorithm
and the MELEXIS sensor have been specially
engineered to account for skin emissivity.
This allows the HIITCHECK to get a super accurate
measurement of your body temperature in such a
short amount of time.

Highlight Features.
+ Non-Bettery & Non-Contact
+ Instant Temperature Reading
+ In-app Tracking & Analysis

This product is a Non-contact thermometer
“HiiT CHECK” that is compact and easy to carry.
It is designed to manage body temperature in
everyday life conveniently and smartly. Usually, attach the product to the back of your phone
and use it as a 360-degree rotating holder.
This product does not have a built-in battery,
so you can measure temperature anywhere
with a c-type smartphone without charging or
changing the battery.
It is an easy way to measure temperature
immediately after installing the product on a
c-type smartphone terminal.

Your Upgraded Personal Smart Thermometer

“ A Tiny Health Clinic in your hand ”
Automatically records body temperature, daily body temperature trend graph,
daily/weekly/monthly body temperature trend analysis.

Your partner that will always be
available to help you stay informed
of your daily health & condition.

Small, But Smarter.

With the HiiTCHECK app, you can conveniently record
and check your condition at any given time, anywhere.

USE THE
HiiT CHECK
WITH BAIB
HOME CAREGIVERS & PARENTS OF CHILDREN

If you use the free App BAIB, you can save
body temperature records automatically
and check daily temperature trends.
In addition, you can manage the medication
information, symptoms & memos incase
of fever.
Up to five members can automatically
share records of one person and provide
health information and a nearby hospital
and pharmacy search service.

Product Line up in Development
A wearable device that can check health status based on body temperature data and generate notifications in the event of an
emergency for continuous body temperature management and emergency response.
Wearablet thermometer can be measured at least 2,880 times a day (on a 30-second, 24-hour), making it a powerful monitoring
device and providing information on body temperature changes in real time, so the establishment of personal information big data
can check individuals' health conditions such as early detection of diseases and infections.
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